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Executive Summary 

BD Youth Technical Committee Meeting 

29 January 2020 

1. A copy of the wash-up notes for the Foundation Academies was circulated.  Discussion 

regarding the use of the word ‘limited’ in the assessment of both academy riders and 

Squad process.  It was decided to replace ‘limited’ with ‘Limiting Development’ which was 

thought to relate to development rather than that a rider was ‘limited’ in ability. 

First National Academy a success despite riders not bringing horses because of EHV 1. 

 

2. Request that regions record their youth riders’ squads and attendance so that we have a 

more detailed knowledge of engagement throughout the country. 

 

3. Update on the Young Professionals Programme and a programme of the current cohort 

was circulated. Georgie Wheeler to report back when she has dates fixed for 2021 so that 

we can book a day with a top trainer for the dressage riders.  This will replace the day 

previously done at the beginning of the programme as it was thought the riders would 

gain more from it later on in the course and it was no longer part of the selection process. 

 

4. New AASE programme now up and running with six dressage riders.  DiSE final camp for 

cohort six in February and cohort seven second camp also in February. 

 

5. Discussion took place regarding the possibility of integration of International teams’ test 

riding in the Foundation Academies and the facilities which would be required to facilitate 

this. 

 

6. Assessors for Keysoe will be organised using a similar system as the Regionals 

competitions. It was decided to keep the Chefs d’Equipe meeting on the Friday evening 

and to hold a members’ meeting on the Saturday evening. 

 

7. Horse Care Introductory Certificate launched in January, with Preliminary and Novice 

Certificates to follow. Intermediate and Advanced levels are on track to be rolled out at 

the end of 2020. Practical assessments for Intermediate and Advanced levels will be 

detailed and will require further planning.  
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8. DIscussion about how regions can coordinate attendance to get as many of their members 

to Hartpury for the Junior/Young Rider European Championships, preferably on the 

Tuesday or Wednesday (team days) with preference for Wednesday as the stronger riders 

will be competing. Regions to approach any past YR to see if they could accompany 

groups of riders for the day to mentor them.  FA coaches and other coaches will be also 

available to mentor small groups. The training will remain informal, with the emphasis on 

watching and discussing the live competition. 

 

9. Date of next meeting – 22 April 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


